
Perfect automation by APA



• Constant increase of data and 
information

• Need to control processes at every 
stage

• Need to practically and clearly 
visualize data

• Control of key utilities

• Process efficiency assessment

• Tailor made system

• Platform open to changes 
and expansion

• Clear, responsive and intuitive 
visualization for the user

• Support for many protocols

• Easy configuration that does not 
require learning programming 
languages

• Obtaining data in real time

Challenges Ideal Solution Desired Outcomes



It is a system enabling to maximize business 
benefits, identify loopholes and have a broader 
outlook onto the processes.

It enables automation of information flow processes 
and thus replaces the following systems: BMS 
(Building Management System), SMS (Security 
Management System) and EMS (Energy 
Management System).

Synergy

Intelligent process control and building business benefits requires precision, scale and 
synergy. That is why Nazca was created. It is a system that combines vision with 
execution, enabling to manage a building, a district or even a city. It is an open platform 
based on distributed and multi-server structure that enables to interconnect different 
functionalities as well as share and obtain information from external systems.

Complete view of a situation

Clear, responsive and user adapter
visualization allows to quickly analyze large 
data sets, find regularities and specific areas 
for optimization.

Clear in every detail

Nazca can support many mobile connections 
and enables construction of a system distri-
buted among many computers.

Each machine performs different part of work 
so that the system virtually looses limitations 
related to its size.

Designed with scale

User Expierence Scalability

„Considering the comfort and safety of guests of Cape Rosevia Friends & Family Resort, we have implemented the Nazca (Building Management System) system working with the resort infrastructure. The system enabled intelligent control of lighting, 
managing heating of premises in the complex and integration of internal and external monitoring.  Both guests, staff and owners of the facility can benefit from advantages of this system by using the components that are most useful for them”—
Roman Stanisławki, CEO of Budizol Sp. z o.o. S.K.A.



The space 
gets new 
shape

• Quick return on investment

• Clear and precise analysis

• CGP definition

• Real savings

Nazca gives meaning to details.  

No detail can be missed thanks to 

complex information received by 

the user.  The system effectively 

combines them into one, coherent 

image, enabling comfortable 

building management and full 

process control.

Nazca is where user is. You 

just need any mobile device 

and Internet access in order to 

receive system information 

and have full insight into what 

is going on in the managed 

building or space.

Nazca is a system perfected to the 

smallest detail. It was possible thanks to 

many years of APA Group experience in 

building automation and well-measured 

functionalities. We took care so that its 

use is really comfortable and intuitive 

and the user can enjoy the comfort 

regardless of the controlled processes.

Lower expenses Full process control Remote control



Case study: How to make an intelligent 
building out of holiday complex?

Cape Rosevia Friends & Family Resort is a luxury 
holiday resort located on the Polish coast of the Baltic 
sea. A unique location of the facility and its elite 
character emphasize cooperation modern technologies 
managed by the Nazca of system with architecture and 
infrastructure. Many facilities and security measures 
were implemented in the resort so that guest can feel 
comfortable and safe.

One central system is easier for 
maintenance.

Implementation characteristics:

• 22 holiday homes

• 82 apartments

• network analyzer

• 3 energy meters

• internal and external monitoring

• gutter heating

• alarm system

• heat pumps

Win Results

It enables managing of the entire resort 

as well as of individual apartments.

Multidimensional increase of safety
and efficiency: CCTV monitoring, 
generators, fire and flooding warning 
system.

Integration with the booking system 
allows optimization of heating and 
air-conditioning costs.

Energy consumption monitoring 

identifies cost generation places.


